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Refreshingly simple
Cloud Office migrations.
The value of Cloud is clear. It’s no longer

Transvault combine world-class
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But it’s rarely as simple as A-to-B, and

your workloads quickly, securely
and seamlessly.
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the path can be paved with complexity.
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Well… challenge accepted. As the problem

It’s why businesses trust in Transvault.
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solvers of Cloud Office migrations, we

If you’re thinking about migrating to the

Contact us
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make complexity feel refreshingly simple,

Cloud, you’ve come to the right place.

and your migration feel reassuringly
stress-free.
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The benefits of Cloud.

Cloud &
Enterprise.
The benefits of moving
your users, files and email
archives to the Cloud.

It’s the clear way forward.
Saves money.

Smooths operations.

You save on license,

You’ll have better operational

infrastructure and resource

efficiency with all your email

costs incurred by maintaining

data in one place, accessible

a separate email archive.

from wherever your teams

By centralizing data in the

are. eDiscovery also becomes

Cloud, you will reduce the

quicker and easier.

cost of data administration
and everything will be ondemand, so you only pay
for what you use.

Up-to-date.
Cloud software is almost
always ahead of on-premises
software. Moving to the
Cloud reduces the number
of systems to manage. Cloud
security is often significantly
better than on-premises
servers; your data is always
compliant and protected by
world-class security that is
constantly evolving.

Simplifies risk
management.
You’ll have improved business
resilience with ‘access
anywhere’ capabilities.
Automated security tools will
reduce your attack surface
and automated compliance
checks will ensure you are
up-to-date with the latest
legislation. You can also
avoid the data risk of PST files
by including them in your
migration to the Cloud.
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The challenges of Cloud.

Anticipating
the bumps.
Cloud Office migration can seem like
a daunting task – it can’t fail. Which
makes choosing the right technology
partner all the more critical.

Secure and
compliant

Time
and cost

End-user
experience

The critical element; if

Cloud migrations can bring

In order to do their job,

you can demonstrate data

real value if done right, but

users expect to be able to

integrity by migrating using

also a huge cost if they go

locate and retrieve their data

Transvault’s proven, secure

wrong. Migration duration

(e.g. emails, files, archived

and compliant method, any

and overall cost can be

emails) quickly and easily.

future eDiscovery against

excessive if the migration

If your migration project

the data can avoid the risk of

of significant data volumes

fails, you face massive user

being legally invalidated.

are not managed in the

frustration and the resulting

right way, using the right

impact on business

technology.

productivity.
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Why Transvault?

Just sit back, relax
and enjoy the move.
With Transvault, you’re
in the safest hands.

World-class products
and service

A suite of solutions to
power your success

100% focused on the
outcome you need

The best people behind
the best tools

Since building the world’s first

As migration specialists, we

From the straight-forward to

We’re passionate about

email archive migration tool,

combine the best tools with

uniquely-complex, we focus

solving complex challenges,

we’ve delivered over 2,800

the best people, to deliver

entirely on outcomes; going

so we say it straight and do

successful projects with our

Cloud Office migrations

above-and-beyond to make

it right. No excuses, and

Partners in 43 countries and

quickly, securely and

each project a success.

no shortcuts. World-class

continue to innovate across

seamlessly.

On the rare occasions when

technology meets integrity.

a suite of world-class tools.

But our capabilities go far

we face something we’ve not

There’s no substitute for

Secure, robust, adaptable and

beyond this, delivering

seen before, we offer custom

hard work and our Delivery

extensible – our technology

Cloud-agnostic email archive

development and market-

Partners, Managed Services

has been the driving force

migration from almost any

leading support to ensure

and Support Teams work

behind some of the world’s

source, and sprint solutions

we always deliver.

tirelessly and collaboratively

most challenging migrations.

for low-volume data.

to get the job done.
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Why Transvault?

Seamless. Compliant.
User-focused migrations.
It’s where Transvault’s
expertize shows.

Minimal business
impact.

Continuous
innovation.

Extensive sources
and destinations.

Transvault will ensure a

We’ll always keep our

We can work with the

seamless user experience

software at the cutting edge

broadest range of supported

during your migration to the

to make sure it’s secure,

archive sources and

Cloud, allowing your people

robust, adaptable and

destinations that you’ll find

to carry on business as usual

extensible, whatever

anywhere in the market.

without missing a step.

your future needs.

Streamlined
migrations.

Legally watertight.

You’ll quickly be able

custody audit records,

to reduce your legacy

giving credibility to

infrastructure costs

future eDiscovery.

You’ll have full chain-of-

and see tangible return
on investment.
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Why Transvault?

You’re
in good
company.
Transvault is the choice of
Enterprise businesses across
the world for Cloud Office
migrations.

“ Transvault has pioneered the

“The big thing for me was

“On Monday morning our

migration market space and

the quality of the migration.

users came in to find all their

has produced a benchmark

Aside from ensuring staff

emails and address books

whereby all migration

could still access their emails,

intact and fully functional.

companies are measured.”

we have requirements around

We could just get on with

Dennis Wild, Product

email retention just like most

business as usual”

Manager, Hewlett-Packard

organizations. We need to be

Eugene vanVueren,

consistent with regulatory

IT Manager,

“Knowing that Transvault

and legal requirements to

Webber Wentzel Bowens

is able to respond quickly to

keep email records fully intact

new scenarios means we can

and discoverable, and not

“I have to say that I

deliver a robust solution to

compromised as a result

have been impressed by

our customers.”

of the move.”

Transvault’s agility and

Dorothy O’Regan,

Michael Day, vice president

flexibility throughout our

Principal Technical

of Information Technology

Office 365 migration project”

Specialist at NUI Galway

at DCHS

Messaging Specialist,
Large IT Service Company

2800+
7

projects across 43 Countries.

The best
technology.
Explore our solutions designed
for the most effortless Cloud
Office migrations.
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Our solutions.

Email Archive
Migrations.

Transvault Migrator is the proven and
compliant way to migrate enterprise
email archives. With a solution for
virtually all existing proprietary
archive platforms, services and
appliances, both on-premises and in
the Cloud, including Microsoft 365.
Key benefits
With a focus on performance, security and user
experience, Migrator delivers the most dependable
and comprehensive migration product for projects
with even the most complex Enterprise-level
requirements.
•

Over 2800 successful migrations,

“We lead with Transvault
now… it’s because of
the people that we get
to work with and the
quality and capability
of their software.”
Greg Hickey Senior
Account Executive at
Daymark Solutions Inc

including some of the largest and most
complex in the world
•

Secure, robust, and adaptable software with over
16 years continual development and innovation

•

Industry leading, outcome focused support and
customer service to ensure successful
migrations

•

Legally defensible migrations, with full chainof-custody capabilities for future eDiscovery

•

A seamless user experience as you migrate,
minimizing the impact on your business

•

Streamlined migrations enable you to quickly
reduce your legacy infrastructure costs and start
proving ROI from your new service

•

Broadest range of archive sources and
destinations supported in the market.
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Our solutions.

Data-Lite
Email Archive
Migrations.

Optimized for smaller data volumes,
Transvault Sprint is the most intuitive,
seamless and cost-effective way to
migrate legacy email archives from
Enterprise Vault or Enterprise Archive
Solution (EAS) to Microsoft 365.

Key benefits.
•

Ideal for smaller, simpler migration
projects and for the most common
sources and targets

•

Secure, robust, adaptable and extensible
software with over 16 years continual
development and innovation

•

Industry leading, outcome focused
support and customer service to ensure
successful migrations

•

You’ll have full chain-of-custody

“The product had enough
flexibility to handle our
specific requirements
and get us the speeds
we were looking for in
terms of throughput
to Office 365. I
would not hesitate in
recommending this
to anyone asked.”
Ian Gates Director of
Group IT, Capita

audit records, giving credibility to future
eDiscovery
•

A seamless user experience as you
migrate, minimizing the impact on
your business.
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Additional solutions.

Managing
Journals and
PST files.

PST Migration.

Journal Migration.

PSTs could be anywhere on your network,

Journals are frequently used as a method

containing unknown and unclassified

to store a company’s email history in an

content, creating a major data compliance

immutable way so that audit integrity

risk for your business.

is retained.

With breaches of data compliance standards

If your Enterprise uses email journaling to

such as GDPR or CCPA levying fines of

respond to legal, regulatory or compliance

up to 4% of your global revenue, and the

requirements, a move to Microsoft 365 often

immeasurable reputational damage from

means making decisions about where to

a data breach, it’s no wonder that this

maintain your legacy journal following your

particular business risk has become a top

migration. The challenge, if you want to

priority for those who understand the

migrate your journals to Microsoft 365, is

impact. Moving your PST data inside the

that it doesn’t provide a conventional journal

security governance of Microsoft 365 is the

mailbox and associated data structure.

most popular response to this risk.

Transvault offers a range of options for

Transvault PST Insight combines world-

handling the future of your journals and

class technology with unrivalled expertise,

journal archives:

experience and integrity to migrate your

•

Simple Journal Migration

•

Advanced Journal Migration

•

Migrate to a separate

PSTs securely and seamlessly.
PST Insight gives business and IT managers
the power to find PSTs across the Enterprise,

Cloud-based Journal

understand what’s in them and manage their
contents in line with business, compliance

•

Just-in-time Migration.

and operational needs.
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We have the solutions for
your migration needs, and
the commitment to help you
succeed. So there’s only one
thing left to say:

Let’s move together.

info@transvault.com
North & South America: 646.808.0407
International: +44 (0) 3333 404433

www.transvault.com

Microsoft 365 is a registered trademark of
Microsoft Corporation. All other copyrights and
trademarks acknowledged.
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